Nabhi

Nabhi is the polyhedral collection of washbasin by Kreoo.
The collection is composed by 8 different shapes, freely combinable to a system of trays, shelves, easels or
top studied by Kreoo, that play with the expressivity of natural elements, such as marble, in combination with
other materials and particular finishes.
More than 350 different combinations depict Nabhi, a perfect collection for both hospitality and residential
use: every single piece of Nabhi is characterized by the balance of proportions and the dynamic lightness of
workmanship. A wise mixture of shapes and functions where artisanship and technology give life to items that
shine in all their beauty and exalt design purity and marble expressivity.
Refined the marbles chosen for the catalog, from the precious “Bianco Calacatta” to our national “Bianco
Carrara”, from the opalescent “Onice Bianco” to the multifacets veins of “Bianco Estremoz”, through the elegant
“Grigio Saint Marie” and ‘till the deep intensity of Emperador Dark and Black Marquina. And the bright tones
and particular veins of the suggestive “Sodalite Blue”, “Verde Ming” and “Rosso Alicante”, colors that
surprisingly enhance the manufacturing process, and the pure design shape.
Different and precious finishes make all the model of Nabhi collection even more flexible and customizable,
through inedited processing with bright colors or precious materials such as the gold leaf, that give it new volume
perspectives.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Name: Nabhi collection
Design: Enzo Berti
Company: Kreoo
Brief Description: Nabhi is the polyhedral bathroom collection by Kreoo. Refined marbles on catalog and more
than 350 different combinations among the 8 models, support types, finishes and colors, for objects that play with
the expressivity of natural elements, such as marble, in combination with other materials and particular finishes.
Proposed Marbles: “Sodalite Blue”, “Onice Bianco”, “Bianco Calacatta”, “Bianco Carrara”, “Bianco Estremoz”,
“Nero Marquina”, Grey St. Marie, “Rosso Alicante”, “Verde Ming”, Emperador Dark.
Sizes: different sizes and shapes

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MODELS:
Bowl 1: Delicate and ethereal marble water lilies bloom in the bathroom: Bowl No. 1 is characterized by a
sinuous and undulating shape that unfolds like the corolla of a flower. Base 71 cm, height 16 cm.
Bowl 2: Elegant bowl with shaped base, available with base 41.5 cm or 50 cm, h 16 cm.
Bowl 3: Square shape with gently rounded corners, base 41, 5 cm or 50 cm, h 16 cm.
Bowl 4: Classical round bowl, available with base 41.5 or 50 cm, h 16 cm.
Bowl 6: Elegant squared shape with pyramidal orientation, with base 41.5 or 50 cm, h16 cm.
Bowl 8: Rectangular shape with pyramidal orientation and rounded corners, Base 65, 41, 5 cm width and 16 cm
in height.
Bowl 9: Classical rectangular shape with base 65 cm, width 41.5 cm, h 16 cm.
Bowl 10: Sinuous oval bowl, with base of 65 cm
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